


OMBUDSMAN SALARIES, 1991
Mary Rowe (MIT) and James Ziegenfuss (Pennsylvania State University)

The Ombudsman Association Research Committee did a salary survey of about sixty TOA ombudsmen in the
summer of 1991, and included questions on salary, scope of work, years of experience, etc. Various other
ombuds associations have done similar surveys.

Corporate ombudsmen primarily serve employees and managers, although some serve government
contractors, franchisers, and other clients. University ombudsmen serve faculty, staff, students. Classic
ombudsmen serve citizens, correctional ombudspeople serve prison inmates, newspaper ombudsmen serve
readers. Patient ombudsmen and nursing home ombudsmen typically serve only patients and nursing home
residents, although some also serve employees. The employers range from high tech through defense
contracting, health care, manufacturing, government, research, food distribution, insurance, educational
institutions, newspapers, transportation, financial and other enterprises. Some practitioners work part-time;
most work full-time in the function. They serve a wide variety of private and public enterprises, ranging in
size from about fewer than a 1000 people upward toward 150,000. The ombudsman profession is nearly
perfectly integrated by gender, and there are an increasing number of minority practitioners—perhaps about
20%. Ombudsmanry is also extremely well integrated by previous profession and previous education of
practitioner; ombudsmen come from a very wide range of backgrounds.

Salaries varied widely in the group of sixty TOA ombudsmen studied. Two—possibly assistant
ombudsmen—earned salaries in the range $25,000-$35,000. The median salary, across a wide variety of
employers and including assistant ombudspeople, was in the range of $55,000-$65,000. An eighth earned
over $100,000. Our best estimate of the modal 1991 salary range for lead ombudspeople (thatis not assistant
ombudspeople), outside patient care, is $55,000-85,000. There is a second smaller mode, from $85,000 to
over $125,000, for experienced managers who have become ombudspeople in corporations.

Full-time university and college ombudsmen are paid in a similar, slightly lower range. Updating a 1989
survey—of 64 ombudspeople thought to be full-time—we estimate that two-thirds earned between $50,000
and $80,000 in 1991. We estimate another ten percent were paid more than $80,000 in 1991. Available data
indicate that newspaper ombudspeople are paid in a similar range. Other data indicate that the range for patient
representatives (patient ombudsmen) is about 50% less than the range for corporate ombudsmen. Nursing
home ombudsmen are also paid less than corporate ombudspeople; many in fact are volunteers.

The chief predictor of the salary of an ombudsman appears to be the previous salary of the given
practitioner—although we did not collect data exactly on this point, the inference is clear. Salaries in our
group vary directly and strongly by years of service with the given company. Only a few of the practitioners
in this group have been with their employer fewer than five years. The corporate ombudspeople in the 1991
survey had been with their employers an average 16 years. Clearly employers are most likely to choose
trusted, long term employees as ombudsmen and then pay in direct relation to years of service. (Moreover,
most ombudspeople report to the CEO or near the top of their organizations.)

There is, as expected, some tendency for ombudsmen of longer service in the function to be paid more.
However there are important exceptions to this pattern. The function is a relatively new one, and there are a
number of retirements directly from the job. That is, a number of companies choose their ombudsmen, in
their late fifties and early sixties, to take on this task as the last career move. The average ombudsman in the
1991 TOA survey had served in the position about three years. In some cases, therefore, where relatively
senior managers have been recruited to the job, even neophyte ombudsmen are among those in the profession
who are most highly paid.

We believe these data may be useful to ombudsmen, to know how their salaries compare with others. We
hope these data may also assist employers who are analyzing equity within their own salary structures, and to
companies setting up new programs, as they seek to define the costs of the ombudsman function. The reader
may also be interested in early cost-effectiveness analysis of ombudsman offices now underway by The
Ombudsman Association Research Committee and colleagues. These beginning studies suggest that
ombudsman offices of various types at least recover their costs (salaries plus other expenses), and in some
cases are cost-effective by a factor of three or four or more.
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Corporate ombudsmen have achieved recognition for their work in complaint

handling and problem solving, education, and consultation. The positions are

frequently dedicated to these activities as a sole purpose. However, some

companies use the ombudsman position formally or informally for management

development. Rotating promising junior executives through the position

provides developmental benefits in ten areas including: job knowledge,

interpersonal skills, oral communications, written communication, supervisory

skills, analytical skills, decision making skills, planning, stress management

and creativity, and innovativeness. The author suggests expansion of this use

of ombudsman positions under the direction of full-time ombudsmen.
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Recognition of the corporate ombudsman role (troubleshooters#) is

expanding nationally through practice and recent research (see e.g. Rowe and

Baker, 1984; Ziegenfuss 1985; Robbins and Deane 1985; Rowe 1987; Ziegenfuss,

Rowe, Robbins and Munzenrider, 1987; and 2iegenfuss 1988). This paper

addresses the use of the ombudsman concept for managerial and executive

development.

Introduction

Several years ago, 1 gave a lecture to a group of hospital CEOs about the

purpose and use of employee and customer (patient) ombudsmen. As I finished

the part of the presentation on employee ombudsmen, one CED said, "Hey, that’s

the job 1 held before I became CEO. My boss said it was good training." His

former boss used the ombudsman position for his successor’'s development.

What we need to consider are two questions:

(1) What job characteristics are developmental outcomes of trouble-

shooter-ombudsman work and are therefore targeted for training?

How developmental is the troubleshooting ombudsmen experience for

general management positions?

To answer these questions, a set of the characteristics of "good" managers used

by one graduate management assessment center is a helpful guide (Cutchin and

Williams, 1984). According to this view, there are ten characteristics of a

good manager: job knowledge, interpersonal skills, oral communication, written

communication, supervisory skills, analytical skills, decision-making skills,

planning, stress management, and creativity and innovativeness. This is not

necessarily "the" perfect set of managerial qualifications for job success, but

(2)

#0mbudsman and troubleshooter terms are used interchangeably.

they are useful for identifying training needs and the development potential of

the troubleshooter-ombudsman experience.

Using ombudsman positions for training is important for several reasons.

First, there is a renewed interest in management’s need to relate to customers

and to employees, a central troubleshooter purpose (for example, see Peters and

Waterman, 1984). Second, there is a need for a management team that knows the

intricacies of relations between employees and customers on the one hand and

management on the other. And third, management is now attempting to increase

productivity and to improve the quality of working life, key outcomes of

troubleshooter work. How does the training concept translate into program

objectives?

Management Training Program Objectives

Use of the ombudsman concept for management development is based on five

training objectives.

The program will increase manager knowledge of the purposes,

methods, techniques and outcomes of problem solving.

The program will increase manager skills and abilities in

applying problem solving techniques to a wide range of

organizational problems.

The program will expand manager knowledge of the organization

as a whole.

The program will increase manager sensitivity to employee

and/or customer needs and concerns,

The program will increase manager recognition of the need for

quality control of all organizational functions and provide

data for correction and organizational development activities.



Rotating managers through the ombudsman position provides them with added

knowledge and skills they need to function effectively at higher levels of the

organization.

Program Model

The program can be described by several elements linking the ombudsman

work to general management training efforts.

Selection: managers selected will have approximately ten years of

work experience and will be identified as "hi potential types."

Activities: managers will focus their training experience on three

ombudsman activities--complaint handling-problem solving, education,

and consultation.

Supervision: managers will be supervised by the existing ombudsman

who will act as mentor, trainer and quality control specialist.

Time: managers will be in the ombudsman role for one to two years.

Cost: program costs will be the cost of the position (approximately

$60,000-100,000 per year), plus ombudsman supervision time, minus

savings developed through problem resolution and litigation

avoidance.

Evaluation: the trainee is evaluated quarterly informally and yearly

on formal basis by the ombudsman and senior management.

Linkage to General Training: during the year the trainee will

participate in appropriate management training seminars and

workshops.

(hese program elements must be considered relative to what aspects of

managerial behavior are to be developed--the definition of knowledges and

skills.

Management Development Targets and Expected Outcomes

This section outlines some of the indicators of expected management

development and a systematic mapping of the outcomes based on the Cutchin and

Williams 1984 model. There are ten managerial behavior targets including job

knowledge, interpersonal skills, oral communications, written communication,

supervisory skills, analytical skills, decision making skills, planning, stress

management, and creativity and innovativeness. Each is briefly described.

Job Knowledge This is the work-related information developed through a

combination of formal training and on-the-job experience that is used for the

ombudsman job performance. Do managers learn the business in their

troubleshooter role? The answer is clearly yes. Some managers who become

ombudsman for training are technical people with years of experience, including

engineers in some companies, nurses in hospitals. They know their business

intimately. After their ombudsman year, their business knowledge is stronger

supporting future management jobs where you must know the business. Managers

who do not know all about the business they are in when they start the

ombudsman job do know it a few years later. It is impossible to do

troubleshooting without that knowledge. And over time, the complaints and

problems enrich the managers’ knowledge of the core business and their

organizations’ roles and functioning. Problems are excellent teachers.

Interpersonal Skills These skills form the basis for work with people--

not technology--and involve sensitivity to others, interest in and willingness

to promote cooperation, verbal assertiveness, and the capability to give and

take criticism. This behavior is an obvious developmental gain for managers

since interpersonal skills are absolutely necessary for mediating conflict. It

goes without saying that managers should not be hired without interpersonal

Si



skills. If they have been hired, they will not be successful in either a

troubleshooter or a management job.

Some would argue that the essence of the troubleshooter’s job is

interpersonal. Some management analysts would also argue that the essence of

management is interpersonal, particularly with the increasing use of task

forces and the team approach. The developmental gain for the manager from the

troubleshooter experience is therefore very strong, especially if one realizes

that after a few successful years, manager-troubleshooters are interpersonal

experts!

Oral Communications This involves the ability to talk with and understand

others, including the ability to present instructions, information, and ideas

clearly and concisely and also to listen. This is another primary aspect of

the ombudsman’s job. Managers as ombudsmen spend all day talking to customers

or employees. They provide training, take part in orientations, and conduct

meetings loaded with interpersonal conflict. The ombudsman’s job is not a

nonverbal job. The developmental gain question is addressed with a question--

are there any nonverbal jobs in management? The strong verbal skills increase

the manager’s future value.

Written Communication This is the ability to communicate the ideas and

information of the organization in writing, for example through reports,

letters, memorandums, and studies. Here the manager-troubleshooter’s work can

involve reports that include outlining the complaint, the investigation

processes and procedures, and the outcomes (although some troubleshooters do

not write reports). The factual summaries of complaints are very similar to

management memorandums presenting problem analyses. Written presentation

skills are developed through repeated practice under strong staff scrutiny.

The contribution to managerial development derives from the manager's ability

to write reports and memos.

Supervisory Skills .These could be described as the ability to lead by

assuming responsibility and by asserting control. At first glance, the

development potential here seems to be lower than in the other areas, primarily

because few ombudsmen have a staff of even six to ten plus, However, if

supervision is considered as an ability to influence others, ombudsmen

supervise many and diverse individuals in the complaint resolution process.

This amounts to informal supervision--responsibility for the persons involved

without authority. It is management the "hard but effective way," requiring

charisma and influence instead of an ordering or directing approach. This

increase in influencing ability is strong managerial development but is less

obvious.

Analytical Skills These skills emphasize the ability to identify and

assess information used in management planning and decision making. Here we

have another core activity of the onbudemen’s job--analysis of problems. How

transferable this is depends on the nature of the complaints received. How

analytical the manager-troubleshooter needs to be depends on how complex the

complaints are and on how supportive the organizational environment is (that

is, its political complexity). A hospital ombudsman may have a caseload filled

with patient problems regarding bills and support services such as television

and food. Or the patient representative could spend much time on treatment

procedure and outcome cases that could lead to medical malpractice action. The

latter are complex and difficult to analyze and resolve. In general, it must

be said that the managerial development potential is strong. Troubleshooting



is analytical, as are many aspects of management, such as planning and problem

analysis.

Decision-making Skills These skills include the ability to decide an

issue in situations where an optimal solution is not possible, using

information and judgment and a willingness to take risks with minimal guidance

from senior management. The key term here is optimal solution. There are few,

if any, solutions in either troubleshooter or management work that are perfect

for all involved. Ombudsmen spend a considerable amount of time helping to

create problem-solving solutions that benefit several conflicted parties.

There is constant optimizing of individual actors’ positions in order to

optimize the whole solution. The development potential here is very good,

since there is much practice in helping others make decisions--a key management

task. Managers as troubleshooters encourage but do not force decisions, then

must live with many. persons’ reactions to the decisions they help to forge.

Planning We could describe this work as the ability to create goals and

to make decisions consistent with a task to be completed or with visions of the

future. There are two aspects of planning that engage managers in the

troubleshoater role. First, there is an ongoing need to consider the

alternative impacts of the complaint solutions in the future--the "planned

change" that the solutions will create/initiate. Second, planning is a needed

part of the management of the ombudsman program, including the core activities

of complaint taking, education, and consultation. There is development

potential here for managers, but somewhat less than in other areas. This is

due mainly to the size of the operation and the need for limited formal

planning work. Where there are several troubleshooters and a large program,

development experience is higher, such as in planning for hospital

troubleshooter programs in a multihospital system.

Stress Management This involves the ability to maintain emotional,

mental, and physical health in crisis situation, implementing personal change

when necessary. How many troubleshooters are not experts in stress management?

Those without this expertise are likely to be shortly in another line of work.

This is clearly because the job is very high stress. Those in it for any

period of time must learn stress-coping skills. There is clear development

potential for the manager here, Ask any chief executive officer how many

top management jobs have not been high stress in the past and how many will not

be high stress in the next ten years. Simply put, stress management abilities

are preparatory for higher management positions.

Creativity and Innovativeness These traits are reflected in the ability

to identify, develop, and carry out new ideas, programs, or projects. The

ombudsman’s job depends on creativity and innovation. While some problems may

seem routine and somewhat repetitive, solving them is a unique experience in

every case. The people and situational contexts of employee/management and

customer /provider problem solving demand individualized creative solutions.

The strong development potential is based on the fact that creative problem

solvers are always needed in management.

Summary

Management Development Conclusions. This paper reviewed the use of the

ombudsman position for management development. Characteristics of the

management job were used to define the management development patential in the

ombudsman position. Additionally, ombudsmen are customer- and employee-

oriented-desired managerial orientations. From this review, it seems that the



troubleshooter role offers management development in that it involves internal

consulting and a contribution toward productivity improvement. Ombudsmen must

have many of the skills and talents of managers. If they do not have them when

they start, they soon develop them. Some organizations are already using

troubleshooter positions for management training purposes (Zicat 1987).

The ombudsman position provides development experience for many management

jobs, and in an age of increasing competition for customers and employees, CEOs

should look to troubleshooters to train new management talent. It will be

wor th the search, because troubleshooters know the personal and organizational

benefits of putting customer and employee relations first, and they know how to

do it.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines cost allocation and cost effectiveness of providing

ombudsman services in three types of organizations: health care, high

technology industry, and a university. Vey little information is available in

the professional and academic literature regarding ombudsman cost allocation

and effectiveness. There is an especially critical need to identify key

elements of cost allocation and cost effectiveness of complaint processing by

ombudsmen in different fields in order to determine the feasibility of program

development. The present paper analyzes cost allocation and effectiveness of

an ombudsman service in three organizational settings - a hospital, a high

technology engineering company, and a university. The analysis is a beginning

for future research in this area.

This paper considers the cost allocation and cost effectiveness of

operating an ombudsman program. The purpose of the article is to expand our

knowledge of cost allocation and cost effectiveness of anbudsnen services

generally and the costs of complaint processing by ombudsman in differing

organizational settings. While attention to ombudsmen is increasing (Rowe &amp;

Baker, 19863 Robbins, 19846; Z2iegenfuss, 1987; Kolb, 1987; Laurendeau, 1982)

further acceptance of corporate ombudsman programs is partially dependent on

analysis of expected costs and benefits.

The costs of ombudsman programs (allocation and effectiveness) are of

growing interest to organizations in a number of fields. For example, medical

malpractice costs are now so high that both hospitals and individual physician

providers are actively engaged in a search for alternative dispute resolution

systems. The ombudsman program is one type of complaint system that has been

identified as a cost reduction mechanism. But potential developers want to

know both the impacts of these programs and the costs of operation.

For many industries, employee dispute costs are on the rise. To give only

one example, enpioyee litigation is now very expensive, Many employees are

suing to solve internal grievances, e.g. dismissals, transfers, policy

conflicts. The costs of turnover, in recruitment and training for example, are

significant. Data on the cost effectiveness of ombudsman programs, including

the potential savings generated, are very much needed. This paper is part of a

continuing research program on corporate ombudsmen, sponsored by member

companies of the COA.



The Missing Literature

The authors began by searching the literature on the costs and benefits of

ombudsman programs in various fields. This literature is light with regard to

cost allocation and financial and economic (and intangible) impact. Dollar

values of ombudsman benefits are unknown. With no existing literature, an

exploratory analysis was thought to be a useful starting point.

Approach and Cases

There could be some estimation of the financial benefits of ombudsman work

by obtaining data on the actual costs of absenteeism, turnover, low morale,

sabotage, litigation; the costs of educational and staff development programs;

and the costs of problem resolution without the presence and involvement of

ombudsmen and so on. However, appropriate data are frequently not available

and would be difficult to analyze. Estimates of only a few relevant variables

were available for this review. We therefore wish to begin by acknowledging

the limits of the analysis. The nature of the data collection problem is

however part of the rationale for this exploratory analysis. Since few data

are currently available, we hope to begin to open the field for further and

increasingly more sophisticated investigation.

Members of the Corporate Ombudsman Association, College and University

Ombuds Associations, and a state hospital program were asked to provide an

exploratory cost analysis of their own programs. To allow for innovation in

approach, the procedure was not standardized. Individual approaches to the

cost analysis were considered important in this first attempt, where we are

beginning to generate hypotheses. As the cases and the data from differing

perspectives develop we expect that a consensus-based procedure for cost

allocation and effectiveness analysis will emerge.

In general, each ombudsman was asked to identify the costs of his or her

program--in personnel, facilities expenses and the level of effort-number of

cases, staff hours involved. Since individual approaches differ, one has only

limited ability to compare across industries. However, this was considered

less important than the development of a "first cut" at cost allocation and

cost effectiveness analysis.

Three programs are included in this first paper identified as follows:

Case 1: Hospital Ombudsman

Case 2: Engineering Company Ombudsman ;

Case 3: University Ombudsman

The hospital case focused on cost allocation among different ombudsman

activities. The results of the first analyses are presented as follows.

CASE 1: HOSPITAL CASE

There is limited information on cost elements and cost allocation in

ombudsman programs. The following information regarding the costs of a

hospital ombudsman service is derived from continuing analysis of a cost study

of one hospital program (2iegenfuss, 1983). It focuses on allocation not on

cost effectiveness, the subject of latter cases. The cost figures developed

are expected to be taken as approximations, with significant variation (perhaps

20% or more in either direction) a possibility. The work load data were

obtained from official records of one state's hospital ombudsman program

(Ziegenfuss, Charette, &amp; Guenin, 1984) and updated with 1987 figures on salary

from a federal government hospital.

The purpose of the ombudsman program in the hospital is to provide an

opportunity for patients to present complaints and to have problems solved.



There are estimated to be approximately 4000 patient ombudsmen (often called

patient representatives) in American hospitals.

The values used to estimate work load and time distribution costs were

arrived at as a consensus by the ombudsman staff and the evaluator. The

estimates were based only on salary costs, since they are the major item, with

space and other overhead costs contributed by the organization. The costs of a

hospital patient representative program are approximately $30,667 (average

federal government patient representative salary 1987) plus $23,334 (average

clerical cost) plus 40% overhead, 9%$21,600, for a total cost of $75,600. Data

for the analysis appear in Table 1. Hours of ombudsman work are identified in

terms of three case activities: complaint processing, education-training-

consultation, and administration.

The values used are indicated by the following definitions:

Case Processing Costs: Total hours spent on the cases derived from
the total work hours of the Ombudsman minus administrative and
2ducation and training time.

Staff Hours Costs: Average personnel costs in hospital (salary plus
benefits).

Case Processing Costs: Case work hours of the Ombudsman plus hours
of hospital staff time plus central office time.

Ombudsman Costs: Current cost of Ombudsman salary and benefits.

Ombudsman Central Office Costs: Combined costs of the three staff
persons primarily involved, prorated according to their estimate of
time spent with the program.

Work Week Hours: 37.5 to give a conservative (higher value) cost of
the work hour rate of personnel who normally work longer hours.
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Table 1

DIRECT COSTS OF OMBUDSMAN CASE PROCESSING

Casework Hours:

Total Work Hours = 52 weeks x 37.5 hrs. per week = 19350

15% time = administrative with central office
25% time = education, training, consultation with staff

40% non case processing time: 1950 hrs. x .40 = 780 hrs.
1950 - 780 hrs. =

LL EL LEaaRNR EAAE ES

1170 hrs. per year on cases

Casework Type:

1170 case processing hours
223 cases first year = 5.24 hrs. per case

less UE .50 hrs. to take complaint
.50 hrs. to/from wards

1.50 hrs. for write-up

2.74 investigation hrs. per case

2.74 x 14.69 approximate mean cost per staff hour =
$40.25 staff investigation time cost per case.

Case Processing Time:

5.24 hrs. ombudsman @ $14.51 = $74.00
2.74 hrs. hospital staff @ $14.69 = 40.25

$116.25 ombudsman &amp; hospital
staff time

22.36 clerical support time

$138.44 per case cost

Costs of operating the program at one hospital included the following:

costs of the patient ombudsman salary, central office ombudsman personnel

support, plus employee time during complaint processing. Approximately 223

cases per year were handled in a hospital serving approximately 500 patients.

The costs can vary for two reasons: (1) the ombudsman can be anywhere on

the usual salary scale ($25,000-45,000 for patient ombudsman, '$50,000-100,000+

for corporate ombudsman), and (2) central staff costs are based on the time

spent during the first year of operation when developmental costs are greatest.

Management and Personnel Time Savings. There are cost savings which could

be deducted from the function’s total cost requirements. The ombudsman

estimated the education, training and consultation time (including upward

feedback) with staff to be approximately 40% of job time (1950 hours total year

40% or 780 hours). This education, training and consultation represents a

cost the hospital would bear in some other way (e.g., its own staff, outsiders,

etc.). Converted to dollars (780 hours x $14.69 per average staff hour cost),

the amount is $15,601-16,632. This would decrease the single hospital’s

ombudsman program cost by 22% to $48,969.

Cost Effegtiveness. Analysis of the per case costs is based on the total

costs of providing services at a hospital and the number of cases processed in

any given year. Clearly, the more cases processed per ombudsman, the lower the

per case costs. Table 1 presented the per case costs based on an analysis of

the actual ombudsman time spent on the casework.



Several key estimates were made, including the following:

i. Ombudsman work activity division: 15% administration time
25% education, training,

consultation
60% complaint processing

Case activity time estimates: complaint taking; ward
transport time; investigation; and write-up.

Cost per staff hour: $14.69 average staff hour.

Without actual studies of the division of work activities and the defining of

the potential differential involvement of levels of hospital staff in the

complaints, (e.g., executive time vs. nurse aide time), the estimates are

uncertain. With regard to the level of cases per year, the monthly cases (full

investigations) drop as low as 10. If only 10 were processed per month for the

year, 120 cases would result. This would change the per case costs to 9.75

hours per case plus 2.74 hours investigation time plus prorated clerical

support costs.

9.75 hrs. Ombudsman @ $14.51 $142.00
2.74 hrs. hospital staff @ $14.69 40.25
2.00 hrs. Clerical Support @ $11.18 22.36

Total $204.61

The per case cost might be viewed as falling in the range of $200 - $300

depending on the level of cases processed each year. Case levels are estimated

to fall within the range of 10-20 cases per month. Two years of case volume

data in one setting indicates no months outside the range and an average of

approximately 15 per month.

fhe per patient day costs are based on total costs per institution

distributed among the number of patients in the hospital. At one hospital, the

costs for the ombudsman services are approximately $.41 per day. This

represents only a small percentage of the per patient day cost to the

hospital’s patients. While any increase in per patient day costs is

unwanted,when one considers that this cost includes other services such as

education, information and consultation, it appears to be minimal.

This per patient day estimate is based on 500 patients census 365 days per

year ($75,601 program cost, -182,500 days). If ombudsman education, training

and consultation services costs to the hospital are astinsted and deducted

($75,601 total program cost - $7,074 education, training, consultation time),

the total is $68,527 or a per patient day cost of $.37. These figures compare

to the estimates generated by the Department of Health and Human Services in

the report on the cost of patient representation regulations for nursing homes.

Their estimates was $.35 per patient day in 1980.

One multi-hospital system with 10 institutions can be provided with

ombudsman services based on limited personnel resources, or they can be

provided under full personnel requirements. Under condition A, the most

expensive, there would be one ombudsman manager, one ombudshan supervisor and

10 ombudsmen staff for a total first year cost of $907,212.00 ($75,601 program

cost x 12 positions). Under reduced manpower condition B, there would be one

manager and 5 ombudsmen staff (two institutions each) for a cost of $453,606

($75,601 program cost x &amp; positions). Under the lowest possible manpower level

(condition C) there would be one ombudsman staff manager and 3 ombudsmen staff

with 3 institutions each for a cost of $302,404.

The range in costs is considerable with the third estimate about one third

of the first. Programmatic changes chiefly involve the extent of the coverage

with, of course, some impact on quality and comprehensiveness. All three plans



are considered to be workable and represent the upper and lower points in the

range of estimates of operating a multi-hospital system.

Productivity. Each case handled in the hospital may remove barriers to

productivity. Gains are not easily documented unless on a case by case

inspection. However, if all staff receiving complaints experience only a 2%

loss in productivity per person this amounts to $613 per year (2% x average

annual staff person’s salary $30,667 = $613.34) or about $51 per month per

staff member. Patient representatives typically handle about 200 cases per

year, with a potential productivity impact of $122,400 a year.

Summary. The analysis of health care ombudsman costs indicated the

following:

Costs for a multi-hospital program range from $302,404 to $907,212
per year according to the level of manpower used (i.e., one ombudsman
per hospital versus hospitals sharing ombudsman).

Single organization costs were $75,601 including ombudsman time,
central office time and hospital staff time.

Per case costs were $200-300 for the first year of operation
(excluding overhead).

Per patient day costs were $.41.

[hese ombudsman programs are similar to models long used in many

industries. For example, the "patient representative program” model in use for

several decades in general hospitals is recommended by the American Hospital

Association. Its contribution as a "fiscal asset" was defined:

} .

because of frustration and dissatisfaction, the patient will seek
legal recourse. Another indirect benefit in such cases would be the
possibility of decreasing malpractice insurance premiums."

This quotation neatly summarizes some of the financial benefits and

contributions of the ombudsman. We wish also of course to note that most

company CEO's, in advocating such a program, have cited intangible benefits as

well (Rowe, 1987),

A discussion of the cost effectiveness potential of the program is

presented by other cases in this paper. This detail on the hospital program

can be used as a guideline for developing cost allocation estimates for both

government and industry programs and contributes to our thinking about cost

effectiveness.

Additionally, whether the cost values are exact is less important when

they are used to measure trends up or down, particularly when there are extreme

changes. By monitoring the total costs per organization in relation to the per

case distribution, the ombudsman staff will gain a sensitivity to the cost-

volume relationship. Additionally, the estimates can be used to further

program planning as the need to consider additional resources for new

organizations arises.

"One of the most visible and significant cost savings a patient
representative can contribute is in the area of risk management. By
-ommunicating directly with patients, acting as their advocate and
nroblem solver, the patient representative is in a position to
identify potential liabilities quickly and work expeditiously toward
reaching a solution. In this regard, fiscal advantages would include
saving the time of administration, legal counsel, and other staff
members to whom a patient would ordinarily have to explain his
problems. By providing a centralized and consistent grievance
mechanism, the patient representative decreases the chance that,



CASE 2; ENGINEERING COMPANY COST*

Corporate Ombudsman offices have been set up to serve groups of 1 to at

least 30 thousand people within a corporation (larger groups are usually served

by multiple offices and/or an 800 line) (Ziegenfuss, Rowe, Robbins &amp;

Munzenrider, 1987). In an average year, between 2 and 10 percent of these

people will call or write or visit the ombudsman, to solve problems ranging

from the very serious, e.g., difficult safety problems due to alcoholism, to

the relatively simple, e.g9., a request for information on how salary equity is

monitored. The ombudsman must strive to provide a cost effective service.

The cost of providing an ombudsman could be broken down into salary

{loaded to include benefits), space and equipment (office space, computers,

telephones, ett.), support (secretarial, administrative, etc). Please note, we

have not included an estimate of the cost of time spent by other company

personnel with the ombudsman. We later report on pet management time savings

estimated to include this neglected cost. :

How costs are allocated to the above items are determined by ihe

circumstances of a particular ombudsman. The total cost of the above items for

an ombudsman at one area of AT&amp;T-Bell Labs was approximately $200,000 per year,

in 1984. The specific examples of cost effectiveness for an nGineas ing

company that follow pertain to that area of ATAT-Bell Labs.

“Please note: We report numbers in 1984 dollars. This should not be a
problem in later years since our conclusion is expressed as a cost-
effectiveness ratio.

GAINS OF THE FUNCTION

There are five benefits to the ombudsman function which can be relatively

easily translated into cost savings: productivity, management time, personnel

savings, legal staff salary savings, and miscellaneous savings. In addition,

corporate ombudsmen typically spend about 25% of their time on company-wide,

future oriented policies and planning.

Productivity - Loss of productivity of employees due to some problem can

range from very little (a few percent) for small problems, to more than 100%

le.qg., when the productivity of others is impaired). However, arguments about

productivity increases, or "return to full productivity because of solutions to

work connected problems," are difficult to substantiate. Therefore, an

ombudsman must make a conservative estimate about productivity increases. We

believe an estimate of an average 2% increase in productivity for all solved

tases is an appropriately cautious estimate. This estimate is conservative

enough to appear to take appropriate account of the time lost by complainants

in talking with the ombudsman. The formula for computing productivity gains

FE

Number of successfully resolved cases per year times average

productivity gain (4) times average yearly loaded salary per year =

gain ($)

in our example in 1984, a caseload of 200 people successfully served, per year,

times two percent, equals an equivalent of increasing the work staff by 4

people. At loaded salary cost, this would amount to a value of approximately

$500, 000.

Management-Time - Managers usually spend a substantial amount of their

time dealing with subordinates with serious problems. Even a conservative



estimate of 14 of the manager's time, (about 1/2 hour per week), which does not

have to be spent on a problem employee requires a significant amount of

corporate management time. The formula for calculating (net) management time

savings is:

Number of serious cases per year times management-time per case (in

years) times average yearly loaded salary ($/year) = cost savings ($)

In this organization, 50 of the 200 cases in 1984 were coded as "serious." In

a conservative estimate their resolution saved the equivalent of 1/2 of one

manager's time, or about $63,000. We feel this conservative estimate

appropriately takes account of (and is net) of time spent by managerial

personnel with the ombudsman.

Personnel Savings - People who contact the ombudsmen sometimes are good

employees who are at risk of leaving the corporation because of a work

connected problem. Solving the problem may induce the employee to stay, at

considerable benefit to the corporation in terms of costs of recruiting and

training a replacement employee. Personnel savings can be calculated by using

the fol lenings

Number of persons saved per year times (recruiting costs ($) +

training time (years) times yearly loaded salary ($/year)) =

Personnel Savings ($)

In 1984 we estimate that three employees decided to stay in the corporation

because of satisfactory solutions to their problems. The savings were

calculated at approximately $219,000.

Legal Staff Salary Saving - Employee problems not solved by either an

ombudsman or corporation management may require attention by the corporate

legal staff. Legal staff can contain the problem within the corporation at a

reduced cost, or may have to face the problem outside the corporation (e.g.,

agency appeal or a lawsuit) at a large cost. The formula for calculating legal

staff salary savings is:

Number of cases kept from becoming a legal problem, times average

corporate attorney time per case, (years) times yearly attorney

loaded salary ($/year) = Legal Savings ($)

if agency complaints and lawsuits were avoided, an estimate of the cost of the

appeal or interrogatories or lawsuit, including possible payment of damages,

could be added to the legal savings. However, in 1984 it was estimated that

one case was kept from becoming an outside problem for corporate attorneys,

conservatively saving about 5% an attorney’s time or an equivalent of $7000.

Miscellaneous Savings - Depending on the variety of the corporation

served, and the skills and availability of the ombudsman, a number of

miscellaneous savings may be generated. One was connected with data

collection. Several surveys were conducted by the ombudsperson that would have

cost a minimum of $5000 to conduct by outside consultants or other inside

agencies. Other savings that have been reported by ombudsmen were those which

came from curtailing activities such as waste, fraud, theft, drug use,

sabotage, vandalism, safety problems and potential bodily harm to managers and

employees. Estimates of saving due to these circumstances can only be made

when the specific occurrence is considered. No such occurrences came to the

attention of the ombudsman in 1984. But serious problems of this type are

currently estimated to come to an ombudsman’s office at least once a year per

2000 employees around. the country, We do not indicate savings from timely

reporting of such activities, but believe them by now (1988) to be very

significant in many industries.



Negative Variations - There is, of course, the possibility of negative

impact of actions by ombudsmen. Since the average case load includes hundreds

of cases per year, there is a good possibility that some will go wrong.

Instead of a neutral cost effect, a negative effect is caused. Any losses

incurred through actions of the ombudsman must be subtracted from the gain

before calculating cost effectiveness. As with Miscellaneous Savings, we have

included no estimate here of negative impact.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

Cost effectiveness is the ratio of savings divided by costs or (produc-

tivity gains + management time savings + personnel savings + legal savings +

miscellaneous savings - losses)/cost of the function. For this lab in 1984,

the calculation is:

500,000 + 63,000 + 219,000 + 7000 = 789,000 = 3.9

200,000 200,000

Another way to look at cost effectiveness is to calculate the estimated

production of equivalent employees because of the actions of the ombudsman.

This calculation is:

total savings - casts . Or

avg. loaded salary per employee

589,000 = 4.7 equivalent employees
125,000

Summary. An estimate of the cost effectiveness of an ombudsman can be

calculated using the approach presented above. Conservative estimates should

be used to avoid the need to develop proofs which cost more to obtain than the

savings themselves. Using conservative estimates as in the example described

here, it is easy to demonstrate that ombudsmen not only pay for themselves (a

cost effectiveness ratio of one) but should do much better.

Since the actions of the ombudsman are usually relatively unrestricted,

much more can be done, than has been reported here, on how to add to the

estimate of cost effectiveness. For example, the knowledge of the organization

and its problems gained by handling individual problems should be leveraged to

produce generic solutions with a much larger cost effectiveness. Ombudsmen

typically spend about 25% of their time in working toward dispute prevention

and better management processes, such as participative management. In such a

process employees become involved in establishing a corporate culture that

avoids many individual problems. Another example would be working for changes

in policies and procedures, now very common, as senior ombudsmen apply the

skills and knowledge learned from individual cases to problem prevention.

CASE 3: ACADEMIC OMBUDSMAN COST-ESTIMATES

The economics of ombudsmanry in colleges and universities are particularly

difficult to define. Costs are reckoned in different ways or even not at all,

for example with respect to overhead, space and rent. Estimates are difficult

to determine where students are the ombudgpeople, since lost productivity,

absenteeism, turnover and even litigiousness take different forms among

students than among employees. Number of students served, per ombuds office,

varies by a factor of at least ten among the one hundred-odd academic institu-

tions in North America served by ombudsmen, :

Further variations occur because many college and university ombudsmen

also serve faculty and staff, and some only (or mostly) serve faculty, support

staff and staff. Some ombudsmen also have other duties; some are assisted by

students; as indicated above, some offices are run only by students, which

means they have very different (cash) costs. Some offices deal mainly with



grades disputes, some with inter-faculty fights, some with serious problems of

mental illness, safety, theft, academic dishonesty and discrimination.

Costs of academic ombuds offices vary widely, with many at about $50,000

per year, others ranging upward of $100,000 per year. A few offices serve only

dozens of visitors a year but most report hundreds of calls and visitors. Thus

cost per contact, or per visitor, is difficult to measure, even in general

terms.

Following the rubric cited earlier, however, it is possible to describe a

composite of several university ombudsman offices in communities of approxi-

mately 20,000 faculty, administrative, research and support staff and students.

Cost of the Function

The total cost of a full-time ombudsman office in a university, including

imputed cost for space and overhead, and support services, may run about $100-

200,000 per year. This sum might support several student volunteers, and one

or two support staff.

Gains. If the ombuds office saw several hundred students and several

hundred support staff and faculty a year, (say 4% of the population), there

would arguably be some improvement in productivity for perhaps 500 out of 800.

If there were a 2% "productivity" improvement for 250 students paying an

average of at least $10,000 a year, and a 2% improvement for 250 employees

parning an averdge of $30,000 a year, this would amount to $50,000 plus

$150,000 = $200,000 in productivity gains to the total community, with $150,000

in direct cash savings to the university. In addition, an ombuds office will

field hundreds of inquiries and short telephone calls per year.

Management Time. If the ombuds office saves the full time equivalent of

two university administrators, in dealing with approximately BOO cases, these

savings may approximate to $100,000. In a year with any serious case this

value may rise many times over, (Please note, this estimate is considered net

of management time spent talking with an ombudsman.)

Personnel Savings. If the ombuds office kept two particularly valuable

professors, a research scientist, and a dozen valued support staff from leaving

in any given year, recruiting costs and training costs saved might approximate

at least $50,000 a year. In some instances these savings would be considered

far higher.



Legal Savings. If the ombuds office handles harassment complaints, safety

problems, unjust discharge concerns and similar difficulties, typical savings

might include the salary of one full time equivalent attorney not needed, and

expenses of agency investigations, law suits and payment of damages fore-

stalled. In a typical year this would mean average savings of $100-200,000, at

a conservative estimate, perhaps $150,000.

Miscellaneous Savings. An ombudsman in an academic institution may deal

with alcohol, drugs, arson, serious safety violations and hazards, mental

illness, theft, vandalism, threats of bodily harm, etc. Estimates of savings

here are difficult, but academic ombudsmen in 1987 helped recover thousands of

dollars in stolen goods or cash, (by serving as a confidential conduit for

restitution), ware the recipients of valuable anonymous information on drug ./

pushing, and helped to "bring in" and handle cases in all the other areas cited

above. Average savings in these areas may sum to at least $50,000-%100,000 per

year, on average about $75,000.

In addition ombudsmen may help to bring in research funds, do institu-

tional data collection and institutional research, sponsor or write policies,

do extensive in-house “management consulting”, help with AIDS, drugs or alcohol

awareness, help recruit students and staff, support equal opportunity.efforts,

ethics programs, mediation, dispute resolution, and other management training

programs, etc. Ombudsmen occasionally thepire perental and alumni gifts. The

tots) average value of such services may be hard to estimate; one may estimate

$50,000-$100,000 worth of such "in-house consultant" services, per year,

averaging $75,000. z

The value added by this ombuds office may thus approximate $600,000 per

year or roughly 4 to 6 times the cost of the office, if there are no "damages"

attributable to the office.

It is apparent that these figures may range very widely, year by year and

nffice by office. Nevertheless the order of magnitude may be reasonably

correct, and conservatively speaking one would expect that an ombuds office

will at least pay for itself, in direct cash savings, let alone on an

intangible basis.

Cost Allocation and Cost Effectiveness in Three Fields

The discussion has focused on the cost of ombudsman programs. This

section will briefly outline some areas of potential savings.

A complaint handing program could be operated under a different model

within each organization, e.qg., a part-time model, where the ombudsman has

regular work responsibilities in the organization. This method would require

an engineer, a hospital staff member, or a university faculty member to commit

a percentage of time to the program. (For example, Penn State has 22 Ombudsmen

in this part time capacity; Carleton College has six Internal Mediators.) No

data are available on the costs of a program of that type, but there are, of

course, costs, e.g., in lost staff and faculty time. Complaint program

operation would require similar investigator time, other staff interview time,

and report write-ups.

This review of cost considerations utilized available data to conduct a

preliminary assessment of costs of an ombudsman program. While individual

estimates are not exact, these ranges provide some indication of the costs.
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